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N.W. ri~ge .and the western face of Mt. Dungeon. On crossing the 
great couloir from Mt. Redoubt we had the dubious distinction of 
just ~i~sin~ a formidable rock fall; we descended upon Bennington 
·Glacier,.which we followed to the end, returning to camp by way of 
Drawbridge Pass. The unfavourable weather definitely precluded 
any possibility of further attempts on Mt. Dungeon. We feel 
unquestionably, however, that a route can be worked out on the 
N. arete and W. face. 

The Ramparts have impressed us as being a group of tremendous 
interest to the climber desiring rock-~ork of difficult type. Up till 
now the whole western face overlooking Amethyst Lake has been 
practically untouched. The Memorial hut j s located in such 
position that it facpitates the climbs only in the southern portion 
of the group as far as Mt. Oubliette. Even so, the hut will be a 
great help as soon as a good trail is built along Amethyst Lake. 

M. M. STRUMIA. 
• w. R. HAINSWORTH . 

-- -·- --·--- -- --·------------ -

IN MEMORIAM. 

ALFRED VALENTINE VALENTINE-RICHARDS. 

(1866-1933.) 

- - - - · 

ALFRED VALENTINE VAI.JENTINE-RTCHARDS, whose death occurred 
suddenly on April 5, was elected a member of the Club in 1897 and 
of the Committee in 1902, when he undertook to edit the revised 
Ball's Guide. 

My acquaintance with him, like that of T. H. Fitzpatrick, who has 
contributed to this obituary notice, ·dates from 1880, when he came 
to Uppingham. I well remember the amusement caused at a 
Masters' meeting in Edward Thring's study by the recitation of this 
new boy's full name. From Uppingham he won an open scholar
ship at Christ's, Cambridge, and in 1885 his name appeared in the 
Mathematical Tripos as 4th Wrangler. A year later he had taken 
a First in the Theological Tripos, and had won the Carus Greek 
Testament Prize and the Crosse (University) Scholarship. For a 
short time he lectured at Selwyn College ; but the care of an invalid 
step-mother claimed him for some years of comparative retirement 
at Wimbledon, 11ntil, in 1904, his College invited him to accept 
a Fellowship, with a view to Ordination and a lectureship in Theology.. 
From 1906 to 1926 he held the office of Dean at Christ's, and i:r;lt 
1910 the Bishop of Ely (Dr. Chase) made him one of his examining 
chaplains. 

Through a chance meeting at l(andersteg in 1895, he and I began 
a series of climbing seasons in t he Alps, with H. T. Rhoades of Rugby, 
in 1905 and 1908. The last of these was in 1913, when we visited 
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Dauphine, to which reference is made by J. A. H. Bell (belowJ. 
Readers of 'A.J.' will not wish to be supplied with a list of our 
climbs in those nineteen years, not a few of them having been given 
a place in the records of the JOURNAL, some described by his own 
pen and illustrated by his own camera, in the use of which, as in 
so many other things, he was an expert. 

For nearly all these seasons we had the services of Siegfried 
Burgener, with either Abraham Muller (sen.) or Emmanuel Kalber
matten, as guides, the route for each year being designed by 
Valentine-Richards, who had an almost encyclopredic knowledge 
of the Alps, and, owing perhaps to his skill as a mathematician, was 
meticulous in rna tters of accuracy a faculty which led to his 
choice by the committee as Editor of the new' Ball.' He had both 
the ability and the leisure, which are so seldom found together. · 

The last ascent I shared with hjm was when, after an illness had 
impaired his activity, he accompanied me on an expedition to North 
Wales, in 1928, to see the total eclipse of the sun. We climbed 
(in a car!) a hill above Colwyn Bay, called, I think, Llysfaen, and 
' bivouacked ' a term redolent of the mountains in a tent he had 
provided for some other purpose, probably for his scouts, to whom 
reference is made by Bell. Few of our ascents in the Alps had been 
spoiled by weather; but on this occasion we shared the bad luck 
of nearly all who went to Wales or Yorkshire to see the eclipse. 
And yet the wonderful effect of the sudden darkness cars turned 
on their lights as at night-falling like a curtain and lifting again 
after twenty seconds, was a sight never to be forgotten. 

This notice is written with two others before the writer, from 
which selections are appended chiefly of a personal kind, all of which 
I would like fully to endorse. 

. w. c. c. 

The Rev. T. H. Fitzpatrick, a contemporary of Valentine-Richards 
at Uppingham, and later an occasional fellow-climber, writes :-

' Some men are born with a love of mountains ; others discover 
the joy of them by experience, and it grows upon them. Valentine
Richards was, I think, one of the latter. He had not a powerful 
physique, and at school was forbidden football and cricket. But 
he developed a delight in long walks in the countryside, for which 
we had ample liberty .... He began his annual visits to the Alps 
after holidays spent in the Lake District and in Scotland, but I had 
no opportunity of joining him in these until August 1896 a bad 
year. At Saas Grund Siegfried Burgener became our guide, and he 
accompanied us again in 1901, and in 1908 when, with Legh Powell 
and W. C. Compton, we climbed the Fiinffingerstocke and other 
peaks from Stein. 

' My last season with V. Richards, J. A. H. Bell has described. He 
speaks of V.R.'s passion for accuracy, and of his unfailing considera
tion for others. I would add to these qualities an jnfinite capacity 
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for taking pains. He was not, I think, a born mountaineer : but 
he took the sport seriously, mastered its technique with good guides, 
and pluck and endurance did the rest. He was keenly appreciative 
of mountain beauty and skilful with his camera painstaking in 
this as in everything he did. Sympathetic and broad-minded, he 
was a delightful companion.' 

The Rev. J. A. H. Bell, a Cambridge pupil, writes a memorial, 
of which I am allowed to append some extracts:-

'My acquaintance with Valentine-Richards began in 1908, when 
he was 41, and I climbed with him fairly regularly from 1910. In 
that year we explored the district round Arolla, and after a wet 
week at the Riffel retreated to the valleys of Ticino, where he 
delighted in the contrast of the clear streams and chestnut trees 
with the severity of the northern slopes. In 1911 we were at Arol1a 
again, coming over the moup.tains from Fionnay. Siegfried 
Burgener, who had learnt much of his craft with him in previous 
years, led by Abraham Muller (sen.) of Kandersteg, joined us in 
ascents of most of the Arolla mountains which had been out of our 
reach, owing to bad weather in the previous year. Hoping to 
traverse Mt. Blanc we crossed to Courmayeur. But the weather 
was breaking and, instead of traversing the mountain, we made an 
exhausting tramp in the rain over the Col de la Seigne, the Col des 
Fours and the Col de Bonhomme to St. Gervais. Though he was 
at Chamonix again in 1920, he was never able, as he had hoped, to 
stand on the summit of the Alps. 

'In his Easter holidays he made many expeditions to the English 
and Welsh mountains, often with parties of younger men. He had 
a particular love for Ogwen, and used to enjoy Mrs. Jones's simple 
hospitality. It was there that he put on the rope for his last rock 
climb, in 1923, when his powers were beginning to fail. Valentine
Richards was a perfect companion in the mountains. He seemed 
untiring; and, if tired, it made no difference to him that one could 
see. He never spared himself; when any extra labour had to be 
performed for the comfort of the party, he would without any words 
do it himself. His wide knowledge of the Alps, added to a passion 
for accuracy, which enabled him to edit "Ball" with success, made 
hi~ great at the planning of interesting routes, though he did not 
care to lead on any serious climb. 

' During the last fifteen years of his life he devoted much of his 
spare time to Boy Scouts, to whom he passed on the mountain 
spirit. There are many who owe him infinite gratitude for intro
ducing them to some of the best experiences of life. Ifis own 
leadership lacked the power of judging the time that a given journey 
would take. This caused many a descent in the dark. Thus in 
1913, when we climbed in the Dauphine Alps, he led us, as an intro
ductory training walk, from Bourg d'Oisans in the heat of the day 
over the Plateau de Paris, to stumble exhausted down to La Grave 
at ten o'clock.' 

( 
' 
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HENRY FAIRBANKS MONTAGNIER. 

{1877-1933.) 

• 
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FoR those of us who knew Montagnier well it is not easy to realize 
that we can meet him no more. We ·did not see him . often he 
lived abroad: and occasional meetings in Switzer]and, in Paris, 
or at the winter dinners of the Club were for most of us the only 
opportunities. But he was always so full of life and bonhomie. that 
occasional meetings quickly produced a sense of intimacy, while a 
long and cheery life · seemed assured. Only last summer (1932) he 
told the writer that he had never had an illness in his life, and that 
only on rare occasions had he needed to consult a doctor for trifling 
ailments. But in January 1933 he for the first time fell ill, and 
though he recovered a~d went to the Mediterranean to recuperate 
he may not have been in so fit a condition as he thought, when he 
decided in the spring to have a bothering hernia cured by operation. · 
This was done at Montreux in May, but convalescence was inter
rupted by complications. Yet he went to Chateau d'Oex, whence 
he wrote many letters to his friends in the meticulous typing w~ich 
was so characteristic. But he fell ill again, and was removed to 
Montreux, where he died on July 16 (of pulmonary embolism), ageq 
55 years. . 

His surname was of course French, and he came of a Lyonnais 
family. His a~cestors had emigrated to the United States many 
generations back, and the family was one of those who founded the 
litt~e colony in Indiana, to which they gave the characteristic name 
of Terre Haute. That was his home, and there he spent his child
hood, though he was born in Cincinnati, Ohio. 

His father died when he was very young, and he was brought up 
by his mother, a member of the Fairbanks family who settled in 
New England in the seventeenth century, so that though an· American 
citizen of long-established nationality, he had both French and 
English blood in his veins. · 

An only child, his health, which in childhood caused some anxiety, 
and his education became the anxious study of his mother, while he 
spent much time also with his grandmother (Montagnier), a ]ady 
of exceptional culture, speaking ' five or six languages ' and keenly 
interested in literature and history : and to this intimacy may be 
traced his bent towards learning which never left him, which started 
him on a career of study leading to his exceptional general knowledge 
of French, English and American literature, and which culminated 
in his specializing on the history of Alpine exploration. He accumu
lated a library of well over 10,000 volumes, of which half or more 
related to travel, and especially to mountain exploration in all parts 
of the world, and in the Alps in particular. Commandant G-aillard, 
who knew the library well, has estimated that he must have had 
at least ten thousand books and tracts relating to the Alps alone. 

But in addition to the general and the geographical interest which 
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the association between the old lady and the young boy aroused, 
a special interest was taken in French history. They always spoke 
French to each other, and they read French books, particularly 
those relating to the Napoleonic era. This led to a military turn 
of mind, ·and be~ore going to Princeton University, where he 
gr~duated, ·the young Henry spent two or three years at the Armor 
Milit~ry School. Though he never became an officer .in any army, 
his knowledge of military history was extensive, and his acquaintance 
with the records and traditions of particular regiments, both British 
an~ French, in later years oft~n surprised his many military friends 
of both countries. . 

Between the periods of the Armor Institute and his career at 
Princeton the student, who had in his mother's death lost a cherished 
companion, made witP, a friend his first visit to Europe at the age 
of seventeen. His interest i~ the Alps had been already stimulated 
by his geographical and military studies, and in m011ntaineering by 
~- Christmas present of Whymper's Scrambles, which he 'devoured.' 
The youths bicycled by the main roads of the Alps from the 
~aritimes, through I?auphine and Savoy as far as the Simplon, 
yisiting Chamo~ix and ~ermatt, and being thus drawn to the glories 
~f the great ·range_. , 
. After gradua~ing a~ Princeton, Montagnier, now a young man of 

independent means, came to Europe, studied at Brussels and else
wher~, and travelled extensively, visiting especially some of the 
mountain ranges in India,1 S. America and Atrica. In 1901 he 
ascended t4e_ p~ak of Teneriffe,2 while in_ the summer months of 
these years (189.7-~ 901) he commenced his career of mountaineering 
ip. the Alps. ly.Iany_ expeditions were made with a couple of guides 
in the Oberland, the Pennines and Savoy, but he seems to have 
made no Alpine friends, and was wondering if he could go on' plough
ing his lonely furrow,' when an accidental incident, to which he 
often a~~~rwards referre<;l as marking a period in his life, took place. 
He arrived at th~ Sch,varzegg hut in the afternoon of July 8, 1902, 
and found Wicks there. The rest of the party had ascended the 

. Sc~reck~orn by the N. arete: Wicks had declined to start in very 
P:o~btfuJ ~eather, and expected to see the return of his friends before 
.breakfa~t~ · But they did not arrive ·till evening, so that he spent 
a weariS<?IJle day until Montagnier arrived. But then the two 
made friends, Wicks taking a. lively interest in the keen young 
Americ~n. Next· year Montagnier became a member of the Alpine 
Club, and thus started a snowball which continued to increase in 

• 

.!-' ---- - - - ---'---- - - -------------- - - .• --~------

1 .'A Journey to the Himalaya in 1903,' A.J. 32, 252, was one of 
the many otherwise lost items of mountaineering lore unearthed by 
Captain Farrar during the war. · · 
. 2 At the time of his death, he was intending I do not know if 
.he had commenced it to write a monograph for the JouRNAL on 
~he history of ~his peak from the earliest times . 
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bulk throughout the remainder of his life ; and indeed he could 
eventually claim acquaintance with almost all of the prominent 
mountaineers of his day, English, French, Swiss and American. 

Montagnier's mountaineering-record grew steadily and he became 
intimately acquainted with ·many areas of the central Alps, but 
beyond referring to a second expedition to the Himalaya in 1928 
they need not be specified. · His· record was a good one, and he 
climbed with many celebrated English mountaineers, including 
General Bruce, and with equally notable Swiss and French ones, 
including E. R. Blanchet and the Chevalier de Cessole : and he 
kept. up his climbing to the end of his life. 3 

It is not as a mountaineer, however, that Montagnier made a 
name which will endure, but as a student of Alpine literature. He 
was an indefatigable investigator, a searcher of archives, a note
taker and a commentator. Hour upon hour, day after day, he 
would spend among the dingy, dusty shelves of State and College 
libraries in Geneva, in Berne, in Paris, in London, searching for 
items connected with Paccard, with de Saussure, with the early 
history of Mont Blanc or the Col du Geant, or wi_th any subject that 
he took in hand. His natural bent had been stimulated by the 
friendships he formed with such celebrities as Whymper, Freshfield, 
and Coolidge (though in the last case differences of outlook gave 
rise to a coolness on the part of the celebrated hermit). Incidentally· 
it is curious that the two chief literary experts in the Alpine Club 
should both have been Europeanized Americans, and so completely 
opposites in social attributes. Both undertook laborious investi
gations in the interest of their friends, and Montagnier became an 
essential collaborator with Freshfield 4 in collecting material which. 
had long lain hidden at Geneva for the latter's life of de Saussure. 
Montagnier's help was always available to anyone who wrote to 
him with inquiries on this point or on that, and much of his work 
was -either lost or received but scant recognition. He was wont 
to say that he could not write himself, and he certainly preferred 
to do the spade work and let_someone else do the writing and take 
most of the credit. Yet that .he could write, and write very well, is 
perhaps best proved by his last contribution to the ALPINE JouRNAL, 
Vol. 45 (May 1933), in which 'The Diary of a Scotch Gardener' is 
ransacked and the Alpine narrative reconstructed in a quite en
chanting paper, whose 34 pages seem all too short. That is the 
last contribution to the Balmat-Paccard Saga with which some of 
Montagnier's early contributions to the JoURNAL are so much 
occupied. His first paper (Vol. 25, 608- 40) dealing with the early 
ascents of Mont Blanc, takes the history of the mountain from the 

3 His last ascent was the Cime de l'Est of the Dents du Midi, in
late August 1932, made in company with two members· of the Club. 

• 4 Life of H. B. d~ Saussure, by D. W. _Freshfield, with the col-· 
laboration of H. F. Montagnier (Arnold, 1920). .. · 

• • 
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first ascent by Dr. Paccard and Jacques Balmat on August 8, 1786,5 
through forty items to that of John Macgregor on September 22, 
1853. Further papers in Vols. 30 and 33 elaborate this theme, while 
'a note' on Dr. Paccard's lost narrative occupies 18 pages in Vol. 26. 
Each of these articles must have occupied months of research. One 
has only to glance at them to realize this ; annotations and biblio
graphy are apt to follow up each item; ten years were spent chiefly 
in this quest. ' The Early History of the Col du Geant and the 
Legend of the Col Major' 6 is the subject of two papers in Vols. 33 
and 34, while' Early Records of Theodule, Weissthor, etc.,'' Original 
Records of Early Expeditions in the Zermatt district ' and ' Early 
Extracts from the Travellers' Book at Eggishorn,' are dealt with 
characteristically and very completely in Vol. 32~ · . . 

Perhaps enough has been said to recall the nature of the arduous 
tasks which to Montagnier were a labour of love, and which have 
contributed so much to our orderly lrnowledg·e ·of the history of 
early mountaineering ; but of his contributions to French and Swiss 
journals, and of his collaboration with mountaineers of those 
nationalities the writer knows but ]ittle, beyond the fact that it 
was extensive, and that his long and close association with Com
mandant Gaillard was one to which he has personally to express 
his obligations. Copies of Montagnier's monographs,' Journal d'un 
Voyage a Chamonix. et a la Cime du Mont Blanc ' and ' Le Mont 
Blanc et le Col du Gearit,' were presented to many of his English 
friends, but few, if any, of us know the extent of his work other 
than that wrri tten in English. · 

It remains to say something of the man who is hidden so imperson
ally in a mountain of carefully annotated data. . How different he 
was in the flesh from the studious bookworm which an epitome of 
his life-work might seem to suggest. The good comp~nion of 
pleasantly bon-vivant disposition, the raconteur with a tendency to 
impart ingenuous confidences on which- one looks back with the 
smile of congenial reminiscence, the perfect host, the equally ap
preciative guest ; a man of the world who could mix on equal terms 
with those of all nations and all vocations. Few of us would ever 
have supposed that at the back of his open and agreeably childlike 
disposition there was a streak of shyness which for long prevented 
him from venturing into print unless with a companion, and which 
throughout his life made it an impossibility for him ever to re-ad a 
paper or deliver a lecture. But socially he was far from shy. In 
the train, at the cafe, at the club, he would make friends with his 
next-door neighbour. Sometimes he would be asked what was his 
vocation, and would reply with a chuckle that he was one of those 
unfortunates who had never earned a penny. It is well for us that 

. 

5 Montagnier used to state that his chief interest in Alpine history 
lay from prehistoric times up to August 8, 1786! 

6 See p. 366. 
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his joie de vivre and his opportunities for indulging a temptation 
towards 'idleness,' of which he often spoke, was so completely kept 
at bay by the lure which tied him to his work. He thoroughly 
enjoyed both sides of life. He was a man, too, of singularly kindly 
disposition and generous impulses, and many indeed were those who 
benefited in one way or another by his exceptional hospitality and 
his liberality. Whenever he saw a chance to help a friend his 
tendency was to seek a graceful outlet for the impulse. 

In 1910 Montagnier married Mademoiselle Armande Vultier, the 
daughter of a Swiss father and a French mother. They spent much 
time in Italy where, early in the war, Montagnier had the curious 
experience of being arrested on suspicion of being a spy. The 
Italian Government apologized, but the incident was the cause of 
their migration to Switzerland, where they lived at first jn Berne. 
Eventually, in 1918, Montagnier purchased the Chalet Beau Reveil 
at Champery, where he housed his ever-growing library, which 
however· he later transferred to his flat in the Avenue Henri Martin 
in Paris. He had long been a cosmopolitan, though one was never 
left long in his company without being reminded of his American 
nationality. In his latter days, though visiting America and England 
from time to time (in London he stayed at his club the Savile), 
and spending some months every summer in Switzerland, he became 
practically a Parisian, a role which became him very naturally. 
One could wish no better guide to the little-known and still' French' 
restaurants and cafes hidde:p. away in back streets, as well as to the 
great ones on the boulevards. . 

Beside·s being a member of thirty years' standing of our Club, 
and a still older member of the S.A.C., he was also a member of the 
American, the Himalayan and other mountain clubs, and an 
honorary member of the Club Alpin Fran<;ais and G.H.l\'1. Well 
known by name to every member of these associations, and indeed 
to the mountaineering fraternity throughout the world, he had 
made a host of personal friends among them, while his literary 
tastes had led him into many exclusive coteries, and he will be missed 
in a very wide circle. All who knew him will regret his loss, and all 
will extend to Madame Montagnier and to their daughter, Pauline, 
their heartfelt sympathy in their untimely bereavement. 

c. w. 

THE first time I came in touch with H. F. Montagnier was on No
vember 1, 1908, when I received a letter in which the writer, on the 
advice of Edward Whymper, asked for help in the research of certain 
documents concerning the first ascent of Mont Blanc in 1786. By a 
curious coincidence the same day nay, at the same hour I posted 
a letter to Montagnier, whose name had been given me by D. W. 
Freshfield and the Assistant Secretary of the Alpine Club. Therein 
I proposed collaboration in the attempt to clear up the riddles of 
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that memorable fact, in order also to brjng to an end what is now 
known as the Paccard-Balmat controversy. This exchange of 
letters was followed by a visit. Montagnier paid me at Berne, and by 
a meeting we held with Whymper at Geneva. Fired by Whymper, 
we set out to bring together all the material we could find in the 
libraries of Geneva, Lausanne, Leipzig, Garlitz, and so on. The 
research afforded much time and expense, but we were lucky. In 
1912 Montagnier was able to announce (see 'A.J.' 26, 36), that we 
each had in preparation books which would include the documents 
mentioned by Mr. Freshfield in his article 'Paccard v. Balmat,' as 
well as a number of unpublished letters and journals by Dr. Paccard, 
de Saussure, Bourrit, Balmat and Baron v. Gersdorf. My book 
came out early in 1913, but its effect was soon spoiled by the outbreak 
of the great war. Montagnier had to content himself with publish
ing Contributions to the Bibliography of the Ascents of Mont Blanc 
from 1786 to 1853, in 1911 and 1916. But otherwise we had many 
occasions to help each other, since Montagnier came to reside at 
Berne from 1915 to 1920. This time our attention was given to 
the pioneers' work .in the Zermatt District and the Bernese Oberland. 
To that purpose Montagniei made extracts from the travellers' books 
at the Grimsel, Hotel Eggishorn, Hotel Monte Rosa at Zermatt and 
the Ri:ffelhaus. With these documents we were able to reconstruct 
quite a lot of early ascents and passages in the Pennine and Bernese 
Alps viz. the Jungfrau, Aletschhorn, Monchjoch, Monch, Monte 
Rosa, Col de St. Theodule, the Weissthor and the Adlerpass. 
Another help in this matter 've found in the 'Fiihrerbiicher,' that 
¥ontagnier used to collect and to put at the disposal of Alpine 
students. Luckily in the late Captain Farrar we had an editor ever 
willing to add to our information and to join in our studies. See, 
for instance, in 'A.J.' 31, the series of articles written by Mon
tagnier, Farrar and myself, as a contribution to the history of 
attempts on and ascents of Monte Rosa from 1847 to 1860. Years 
went on: Montagnier had left Berne to settle in France. Neverthe
less, we continued our friendly relations, corresponding and exchang
ing publications. While still at Berne, Montagnier had presented 
me with a booklet, once in the library of the late F. Thioly at Geneva, 
containing unpublished records of excursions in Savoy and in 
Switzerland. One of those excursions I was able to publish under 
the title: 'Une traversee du Col de Lauteraar en 1846' in Die 
Alpen, vol. ix, fascicule 7, 1933. Montagnier had given himself 
much trouble in bringing o:ut the name of the anonymous writer 
who in the text figured as P.W., but, alas, he was not destined to 
see the result of our common labour, as he died j~st a day after my 
article was published. _ 
· Our collaboration revived in a progressive manner after 1930, 

and all our efforts were directed to the rehabilitation of Dr. Paccard's 
memory as the real conqueror of Mont Blanc in 1786. While I 
~efended the doctor's :q1erit and character against the fallacious 
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arguments in a romance, entitled Jacques Balmat du Mont Blanc, 
that came out in 1929 (see my article, 'I.Ja controverse Paccard
Balmat,' in Die Alpen, vol. vi, p. 347, 1930), Montagnier insisted 
to the French Alpine Club and others, that at· long last Michel 
Gabriel Paccard should himself also have a memorial at Chamonix. 
To make a long story short, a handsome bronze tablet to Dr. Pac
card's memory was inaugurated during the International Congress, 
which was held in Chamonix from August 23 to 29, in 1932. It was 

• 

indeed a glorious day for us both, and I shall always remember it. 
Nearly a quarter of a century had passed since we took up the cause 
of Dr. Paccard, and we had the satisfaction of having done good 
work. But I am a little sceptical as to the assertion Montagnier 
made in one of his last letters to me, that the last shot is fired in the 
long-drawn-out Paccard-Balmat controversy, and that we shall not 
hear much in the future from Balmat's partisans. But at all events 
Montagnier's last contributi~n to the ALPINE JouRNAL, pp.1-34, th·e 
article ' Thomas Blaikie and :1\tiichel-Gabriel Paccard,' is a masterly 
piece of work and throws convincing light on Paccard's beginnings 
as a mountaineer and a naturalist. 

H. DuBI. . 

Owing to pressure of space I am confined to a very few remarks 
regarding the great friendship that· I had with the late Mr. H. F. 
Montagnier. This friendship began with a chance meeting in 1920 
at Champery. From that. day we never looked back and for some 
years regularly travelled together in the summer. Montagnier 
was a most faithful friend, and I recall with the utmost gratitude 
the very many kindnesses which I have received at his hands. 
fie _had a wonderful knowledge of Alpine history and an immense 
amount of industry in following his historical researches. His 
.death leaves for me a very great gap indeed. 

C. G. BRUCE . 

• 

FRANZ LOCHMATTER. 
(1878-1933.) 

FRANZ ·LocHMATTER was born in 1878. He was the fifth son of Josef 
Marie Lochmatter, a guide rated highly by his contemporaries, who 
·was killed on the Dent Blanche in 1882, together with his eldest son 
Alexander and his employer Mr. Gabbett. The five remaining sons 
all became famous guides. In conjunction with their cousins the 
Pollingers, with the Imbodens, the Brantschens and the few surviving 
Knubels, they formed a guiding aristocracy which made St. Niklaus 
known throughout the mountaineering world. Rudolf Lochmatter, 
a man of singular charm and refinement, was acclaimed by his 
·colleagues the best mountaineer of his time. Josef, a great athlete 
and gentleman, and a guide in the g:.;and manner, travelled widely 

• 
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and had a notable record of ascents, new and old. Rafael and 
Gabriel have long stood in the front rank. Emil, Rudolf's eldest son, 
gave every promise of maintaining the great succession. There is a 
strain reappearing in members of the family, of high breeding, inde
pendence and personal distinction, which, combined with their 
mountaineering prowess, has deservedly earned for them an excep
tional position in the Alps. Its transmission to another generation 
would seem to be numerically assured, for the-brothers have large 
families. But the conditions necessary to produce great guides have 
altered since the war. The profession offers fewer attractions to the 
most enterprising in the yo\lnger generation, and less opportunities 
of training, technical or social. It is improbable that there will be 
many more great guides in the old sense. It is the more incumbent 
upon us, perhaps, to put on record sometl;dng of the personality, as 
well as the performances, of a man who, by common consent, possessed 
all the qualities we read of as distinguishing the great ' guide-com
panions ' of the past, together with the new knowledge and the 
improved technique contributed by lengthening mountain experience. 

Franz never had to make his way. For a number of years before 
he even received his guide's diploma he was being spoken of with the 
same impersonal and almost affectionate admiration which was to 
follow all his career. As a tall, powerful, black-curled lad, with 
something simian and yet something extraordinarily vital in his lazy 
movement, he was chosen by Josef Pollinger to make a second in the 
last of those pairs, representative of the greatest guides of the period, 
with which Sir Edward Davidson for many years added to the 
dignity of Alpine mountaineering. In this company he obtained an 
admirable finish, both in mountain craft and in social form. David
son was generous in lending his guides; and in this way Franz 
regained something of that which he may have lost by being set 
above competition, with its more promiscuous and educative experi
ence. A vivid personality, virile, gay, reticent and provocative of 
immediate personal interest, must have opened many easier ways to 
enjoyment for the young peasant. But he never relaxed his own 
concentrated practice and instinctive self-discipline. And, after the 
climbing world had left the Alps, he and some other chosen youthful 
companion most often Josef Knubel, his lifelong follower and friend 
-would disappear into the autumn ranges upon long adventures of 
exploration, illicit hunting and unfettered scrambling, during which 
they inured themselves to every hardship, and perfected new fashions 
of rock technique which were to begin a fresh epoch in Alpine 
climbing. 

In 1906, when he received his diploma, Sir Edward Davidson, 
most critical of classic mountaineers, wrote of him in his Fiihrerbuch 
a paragraph which must be reproduced at length:-

'It may quite confidently be said without risk of exaggeration
t:tnd this would I am sure be as freely acknowledged by Franz's 
·brother guides in· his native valley as it is admitted by his friendly 
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rivals at Chamonix that he has at present no living superior as a 
cragsman, and although his power in this particular respect has 
perhaps diverted attention from his excellence as an iceman, he is 
absolutely first rate in this regard also: as indeed he is in all the 
other, and minor, details of guidecraft. 

'Having had the privilege of travelling with Franz during some 
portion of each of the last three seasons I have had ample opportunity 
of forming a judgment on these matters, and it is indeed a great 
pleasure to me to be allowed to bear a veteran's testimony, at this 
landmark in Franz's brilliant career, not only to his great powers as 
a mountaineer but also to those very exceptional qualities of head 
and heart, to the manly simplicity the kindly and generous dis
position the gentle manners the engaging modesty the serene 
temper the indomitable courage and the unswerving loyalty, 
which endear him most to those of us who know him.' 

This was written almost at the outset of his career. After twenty
seven years had widened his experience of mountains and of men, and 
intensified every good quality, it is difficult to find new terms which 
can correspondingly enlarge the appreciation. 

Mr. Faulkner, Mr. Schintz, Mr. Oppenheim and Mr. R. W. Lloyd 
were among his early patrons; and from 1903-07, and again in 
1914, Franz and his brother Josef were engaged each summer for 
varying periods by Captain V. J. E. Ryan. During these seasons 
they ranged triumphantly over most of the regions of the Alps, and 
made that series of astonishing first ascents more especially in 
the Chamonix Aiguilles which helped to revolutionize all accepted 
standards of the possible in climbing. I shall not attempt here to 
give more than examples of even the new ascents. 

The two Drus, by a traverse on the S.E. side. The Verte from the 
Charpoua. The Moine from the W. The Charmoz from Mer de 
Glace, and by the N.W. ridges. The Blaitieres, two routes from 
Mer de Glace, and one on the Chamonix side. The Grepon, two 
routes from Mer de Glace (one improving on Knubel's), and two (1) 
on the Nantillons wall. The Plan, from the N.W., and from. the 
Glacier d'envers de Blaitiere (this last probably as fine an Aiguille 
climb as exists). The Taschborn by the S. face. Monte Rosa from 
the Jagerjoch. Dent d'Herens, from the Col Tournanche. Nest
horn, from the E. Also Diirrenhorn, E. face, and Hohberghorn, 
N.E. face (with Mr. Symons); Gabelhorn, S. face (with Mr. Lloyd); 
and Adler and Strahlhoerner, from the Findelen (with Sir E. 
Davidson). 

His record, even of first ascents, will probably always remain 
incomplete, and the details unknown. In all great difficulty Franz 
led; and the words 'magnificent' and 'brilliant' recur inevitably 
in the brief notes. But the brothers collaborated perfectly. If 
I remember rightly it was on the Plan ascent that, unable from 
small holds to organize a' shoulder' up an overhang, they traversed 
out to a broader ledge: Franz climbed on to his brother's shoulders; 
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and they traversed back again Franz providing the colum:q with 
handhold and Josef with foothold until, at the vulnerable spot, 
Franz could start the upward climb. 

In 1912, he took an effective part in the search for Mr. Hugh Pope 
in the Pyrenees. And in the same year Mr. C. F. Meade took him 
to Kamet : an attempt defeated by bad weather. Mr. Meade 
wrote at the time ' He is a man most peculiarly suited for climbing 
at high altitudes and for travelling in wild countries. I cannot 
1 magine a man better fitted to lead in the conquest of virgin Hima
laya.' Up to any height to which he had gone in his life, it woul~ 
seem indeed to be the fact that he experienced none of the usual 
effects of high altitude. It remained always a hope with us that he 
would be given the chance of attempting one of the supreme summits 
of the world. It is significant of the impression created by his 
super-normal vitality and gifts that this hope did not diminish with 
time. In physique, in constitution, in inward fire and even in out
ward seeming Franz died still a young man. 

The years of the war interfered with his prospects, coming at the 
period in his career when he was free to undertake new ventures, 
and was incomparably prepared for them. By the time it ended, 
conditions had changed. In 1919 began his long association with 
Mr. Visser and Mme. Visser-Hooft ; which continued unbroken , in 
the Alps or further ranges, until his death. In 1922 he was chief 
guide and organiser of their first Nether lands Karakoram expedition. 
In 1925 the expedition was in Central Asia, the Hindu Kush and 
Karakoram. In 1929 and 1930, in the Himalaya, l{wen-Lun, 
Karakoram and Chinese Turkistan. The story of these explorations 
can be read elsewhere. Franz was responsible for the general 
organisation, provisioning and management, no less than for the 
mountaineering. Writing of the 1922 exploration, Mr. Visser com
ments: 'It is doubtful whether the expedition would have been 
undertaken, if Franz had not been able to go with us.' After that 
of 1925, he again bears tribute to Franz's exceptional organising 
powers, and to the complete serenity of masterly leadership under 
all trying circumstances. What these were may be gathered from 
the fact that over 100 people of different nationalities·, porters and 
their convoy, had to be conducted 2000 kilometers through un
known mountains and glaciers; the exploration covering in all 6700 
kilometers. Of the 1929 and 1930 explorations, over a longer period 
and with yet larger numbers, Mme. Visser-Hooft writes : ' The 
expedition was most successful in exploring large tracts of unknown 
country, in the most difficult and dangerous high mountain region, 
probably, in the world. His splendid qualities as a mountaineer 
were as brilliant as ever: many glaciers were explored and countless 
ascents made. His high qualities of character, invaluable on an 
expedition, again made him the most agreeable of companions.' 
Probably only those who have been responsible for such explora
tions can justly estimate the high qualities of character, of men-
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tality, temperament and physique, demonstrated by their successful 
conduct. 

In the Alps during this period he continued his remarkable record 
of ascents : his employers being chiefly Mr. C. A. Elliott and Mr. Surs
dorff. Franz had a characteristic loyalty in his engagements. He 
would often sacrifice the certainty of a promising and long spell of 
work to the recollect~on of a verbal, and sometimes vague, expression 
of a hope by a previous employer, that he or she 'would be able to 
come' at that time. But, before writing of him as a man, something 
of him as a climber.' . 

Of all the great climbers whom I have been privileged to watch in 
action, or whose methods and achievements I have been able to 
study, Franz seemed to me the most perfectly constituted, physically 
and temperamentally, for the mastery of difficulty. A tall man, 
with high shoulders, a short trunk and long arms and legs, every 
joint in him seemed to possess its own independent vitality, superb 
strength and a separate prehensile capacity. His reserves of energy 
were never once in his life exhausted, and his mechanism was per
fectly controlled. His walk, as he seemed to lounge down a glacier 
or track, was a model of economy: each leg-swing had only just 
enough impetus to carry it through; but, at the end, his small feet.
which he used as most people do their hands would settle, adjusting 
themselves to any inequality, at any angle, with absolute precision. 
In climbing, as the difficulty increased, the appropriate energy came 
out to meet it in the same easy progression. Until, without any 
perceptible change beyond a · greater liveliness and a more swinging 
grace in the rhythm, he would gradually be discovered to be master
ing the very outside of the humanly feasible. I never saw him 
'struggle.' Every movement upon rock, ice or snow came of the 
same perfect co-ordination of eye and limb : it appeared effortless. 
For the same reason he could increase the pace, when he considered 
suitable, until he was nioving faster on a mountain, and over every 
nature of surface, than any man I have ever seen. , 

He had long, beautifully-modelled hands, each sensitive joint a 
potential steel hook. And upon exceptionally severe rock his bodily 
substance and shape would look to have actually changed, and to be 
distributed between four telescopic limbs, each shifting or attaching 
itself of its own volitjon, and yet all accordant in a single smooth 
upward or downward movement. This movement was grace itself : 
not even upon the most hazardous passages did it ever give one the 
anxious sense of a personal conflict. His eye had determjned before
hand exactly how the holds should be used, and the design worked 
itself out to completion in seeming harmony _between himself and 
the rock. On ice it was the same : one never speculated 'How will 
he do it?' Therightstepswouldappearinevitably, attherightplace, 
and at the right pace, for the party. He did not wear crampons him
self not from any theory, but because his own fashion of foot, and 
foot-control , made him as secure without them, and they interfered 
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with his nicety of touch. He was never known to have reached his 
'limit,' to.h~ve 'taken a chance,' or faltered. And this undoubtedly 
because h1s JU~gment of his own powers, in relation to that which 
he sa~ b~fore hr~, was so exact that he either saw how to do a passage, 
and drd 1t precrsely that way, or he had decided that it was not 
hurnanly, climba~le .. And men who had made trial of his judgment~ 
were more often 1nchned to marvel at that which he had shown to 
be possible, than to try to prove his rejections wrong. J osef Knubel 
probably has an experience of great ascents second to none. But 
with him any opinion given by Franz was final. Franz avoided 
giving opinions ; but they could be drawn from him, or from the 
changes in his immense and expressive brown eyes, during the long 
mountain gossips in which he delighted; and they were treasured 
through the Alps as kindly oracles. 

His nerve was unshakable: danger only called out a cooler, 
even gayer composure. And it was self-mastery, not insensitiveness. 
After his phenomenal feats upon the Taschhorn he was once asked 
whether he had slept soundly at R anda that night. With a flash of 
his white t eeth he said" No : he had waked himself up too often by 
falling between his bed and the wall, in trying to get the feel of 
something between his back and space.' Nerves, superhumanly 
controlled during that day, had reasserted themselves in sleep. 

He took every detail connected with mountaineering with a 
tranquil, courteous seriousness. He was faultless in preparation 
and in precaution ; but without fuss or speech. He could delight 
in a climb like a boy ; but he never took advantage of his skill or for 
an instant relaxed his quiet control of the situation, and of himself. 
The spirit of enterprise in him was perfectly balanced by his con
sciousness of responsibility. His knowledge of the mountains and 
his joy in them never obscured his sense of their perpetual danger 
and of the inconstancy of human strength and skill in their com pari son. 
He formed his own judgments, kept his own counsel, and was free 
from the infection of public opinion. No man was more audacious 
in undertaking adventures: but every condition was observed that 
could increase the probability of their security or success; and in 
carrying them through nothing was left to chance. H e might, for 
instance, on a day of threatening weather, when others shook their 
heads and returned to the hut, race his party up their peak, and 
bring them home, breathless, not far ahead of the storm. But they 
would be ahead : their activity, the condition of the peak and the 
pace of the approaching storm would all have been weighed in his 
mind, the proportions of time and pace would have been determined, 
and then, within that unspoken limit, nothing would remain but for 
everybody to enjoy the climb equally. Or again, when Monte Rosa 
was to be attempted by a one-legged climber, the realm of new 
contingencies was so unexplored that exceptional preparation had 
to be practically disregarded. On the descent, the snow proved to 
be soft beyond any ordinary prediction. Franz, as a matter of 
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course, pr-oduced. the toe of a ski, which, equally a·s a matter of 
course to himEelf, he had borrowed from the hut on the way up. 
·And upon this it proved possible to ride down, hauled by the united 
party, over snow-quags of a depth to have been, otherwise, impass
able. Upon that day, as later upon other long descents over jarring 
surfaces, I made a curious experience of his abnormal vitality. To 
use his arm was to receive a communicated vigour that revived even 
pleasure in the laborious hours. And I have felt this in his case 
alone. 

Franz's greatness as a mountaineer should not, I feel, be measured 
by comparison with the merit of others. He himself never made com
parisons; and never, during thirty-five years of mountaineeting talks, 
did he make an adverse ·criticism of a colleague, an employer or a 
·companion. Purposely to entrap him, I once asked his opinion of a 
guide who had slipped carelessly, and fallen upon me, when he was 
descending as last man in charge of my post-war limitations~ Franz 
showed himself silently concerned, on my personal account:; and in 
the end articulated with embarrassment that, things be!ng as they 
were, I should be unwise, probably, to climb regularly with the man. 
On the other hand he was generous with appreciation. A man's 
relationship with the mountains he climbed had to him, I feel sure, 
the sanctity of a private relationship. A shortcoming or miscalcu
lation might be a flaw in the relationship ; but it was not for another 
mountaineer to comment upon, or even to speak about, unless it 
happened that his responsibility was professionally involved. Towards 
the accident which led to his own death his attitude would have been 
the same. In any company, unless his resonant, throaty voice and 
infectious laugh could join in happily, he was silent ; and his uncon
scious dignity could at times be effectively discouraging. He was 
not only modest, he was una ware of himself. And this selflessness, 
in his mountaineering as in his social relationships, set him a little 
apart. Respecting all other men's rights, he took his own independ
ent way without feeling that any explanations were necessary. Very 
early, for instance, he withdrew slightly from his village community: 
he married a French-speaking wife ; and he built his own stone 
chalet on the Visp, after the pattern of Sir George Young's island 
house, 'Formosa.' He gave no reasons; and in the last case only 
chance discovered the fact, after twenty years. But his natural 
sympathy for and knowledge of his kind conceded to everybody the 
same freedom. As a consequence, he was liked universally as much 
as he was respected ; and he could continue for life equally the close 
friend of men who would scarcely speak to one another. Even 
colleagues whom he took upon one exploration and omitted from 
the next never challenged his decision. In his case they would be 
known to be dispassionate judgments, however unaccountable; and 
as he never explained or talked about them, the personal relations 
remained undisturbed. His high position as guide, and man, was 
the more undisputed because his conduct and manner showed him 
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to be unconscious of it. The rum our of ills coming in another valley 
or district made an invariable stir, among all ages and sexes. It 
was always a friendly stir; but it kept a little aloof from him. So 
that for all his cordial simplicity he seemed always to be thought of 
as an exception something exciting and pleasant, but a little apart. 
Similarly, his colleagues never sought to out-rival him, even in 
friendly fashion . The greatest of guides, even of other nationalities, 
in ranking themselves or their contemporaries, always put 'Franz/ 
smilingly, in a reserve by himself. From the youngest porter 
upward, they seemed eager to make his great reputation their own 
concern: the more so, probably, because he himself was never 
concerned about it. 

This atmosphere, of appreciative isolation, belongs only to the 
great creative artists. In the realm of mountains and mountain
eering Franz Lochmatter was a supreme artist . . He lived wholly 
in the thought of the mountains, and in studying them. He once 
said of himself that his happiest time came when, after the season's 
climbing, he could retire to his chalet up at Jungen, and thence so 
long as the fodder for his cattle lasted, watch light and shadow 
altering upon the ranges culminating in the Weisshorn opposite. 
But active creation in his case, the giving expression to his thought 
by the use of hands and feet in climbing was as necessary to him 
as to any painter or musician. And, since he was unlettered in his 
philosophy, he made no distinction between his feeling for mountains 
and the hands and feet, his tools, which enabled him to give expres
sion to it. When, after the birth of eight daughters, a much-desired 
son was born, he wrote ' Die langen zarten Finger scheint als liebe 
er die Berge wie sein Vater.' Untranslatable; but nothing could 
convey his manner of thought more clearly. The sentence ends-

. 'Ich ho:ffe das er auch so begeister sein wirt wie ich es war als ich 
den Grepon zum ersten male sah. ' 

The passion for mountains is inborn ; and it can remain an appre
ciation, or it can be combined with the desire to express it. The 
·wholehearted devotion to the practise of a great art, by the discipline 
it enforces, simplifies a man's nature; but it can give him in return 
something of the beauty and the power of that which he has pursued. 
This ennobled simplicity, not the simplicity of ignorance but of 
intense experience, is the quality we recognize as common to great 
personalities of very unlike ability and origin. It isolates them 
somewhat among other men ; but, if anything, it increases their own 
interest in human nature, and in all the forms of expression which 
it may assume. For Franz the conventions of the most outlandish 
races, even details of dress and speech, had their own proportionate 
value; and in his own case he was careful to observe them. For 
men who, as he did, have concentrated successfully upon one great 
form of living will have learned to respect every other form of 
genuine self-expression. But they will feel most at their ease· in 
meeting other men upon the footing of a sympathy in their own 
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pursuit, or in seeing or hearing of that which can contribute to it. 
When, as a young man, F~anz Lochmatter first travelled beyond his 
own country, he saw all the city shows of the day, undisturbed and 
with a very discriminating taste. But what he liked afterwards to 
recall vvas the day spent in the broad meadows round Captain Fa rrar's 
bouse, with their large catt]e, black pigs and slow-moving river. 
These had been novel variations, contributions to his own chosen 
field of lively interest. Throughout his life be was equally content to 
spend a 'family' day on the Riffelborn, to race in record time up the 
Viereselsgrat, or to spend a year in the discomforts of distant explora
tion, with anyone who shared his feeling for mountains. But in bjs 
creative action, his climbing, he practised and perfected his craft 
independently, as the realisation of his own individual relationship 
with mountains. Precedent, in this way, had for him no importance. 
It was natural to him to assume that every other mountaineer also 
would select the aspect of a mountain he preferred to climb, and use 
his own gifts and experience to work out the best design possible 
for him upon it. When we did the Grepon from the Mer de Glace, 
I lamented the fact that Knubel's appalling slab placed the whole 
ascent beyond reasonable repetition. Franz, when he repeated it, 
took ·an alternative line which we had overlooked. It was character
istic of him, as a man, to be delightfully apologetic, on the personal 
ground, for having missed climbing 'our' slab. But it was equally 
characteristic of him, as a climbing genius, to have taken the right 
line inevitably, and never even to have considered the worse b~t 
more obvious alternative. For the same reason he had no interest 
in guidebooks or in the recording of ' routes.' He was courtesy 
itself in giving information; but I do not think he ever understood 
why anyone who wished to climb a mountain should not climb it by 
the line and in the fashon appropriate when he saw it. Notes upon 
his own climbs he valued only as proofs of the friendly feeling of 
those who wrote them. They belonged, again, to the sphere of 
human, and not mountain, relationships. This has made it difficult 
to recover with certainty much that he did ; and he undoubtedly 
sacrificed in his life solid professional advantage to the innate artistry 
of his feeling for mountains. 

Those of us who knew him can think of him as a great man and a 
noble friend. But, since that active accomplishment which should 
have profited still another climbing generation and in which alone 
he believed is now lost, our recollections rna y serve to hand on 
something of his example, as an incomparable climber and artist in 
mountaineering. . 

G. W. Y. 
- - - - ---- - - - - - -------------- -- - ------- - - - __ ..._,_ 

[For another and ' younger ' portrait of Franz Lochmatter see 
A.J. 85, facing 263.] 
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